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ABSTRACT

This paper contains the final products and ideas of "1st Workshop on Biodesign at the Intersection of Creativity and Bioengineering" organized within 7th Biotechnology Congress.
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ÖZ

Bu yazı, VII.Biyomühendislik Kongresi bünyesinde gerçekleşen "Yaratıcılık ve Biyomühendislik Arakesitinde 1. Biyotasarım Çalıştay"nda üretilen fikirleri ve atölye sonuçlarını kapsamaktadır.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This pioneering multi-disciplinary workshop was organized as the first of its kind in Turkey to create collaborative, hands-on projects at the intersection of bioengineering and design, materializing artworks, prototypes and architectural concepts that harness living materials and bio-processes, presenting bio-integrated approaches to achieve sustainability and innovations enabled by biotechnology.

The workshop was held on 19-21 November 2015 in Izmir Architecture Center in conjunction with 7th International Bioengineering Congress (BEC2015). An interactive and creative platform was built by the group of participants of 6 architects and 11 bioengineers: Aylin Şendemir Ürkmez, Özge Andıç Çakır, Suphi Öncel, Didem Akyol Altun, Gülden Köktürk, Ayça Tokuç, Irem Deniz, Tuğba Keskin-Gündoğdu, Bahar Aslanbay, Eyüp Bilgi, Burcu Filiz Demirci, Aslıhan Kazan, Bora Örgülü, Pelin Sağlam Metiner, Umut Doğu Seçkin, Atakan Tevlek and Selma Uzunoğlu.

The facilitators of the workshop were from various professions that deal with the built environment and biodesign. On the first day, the facilitators made presentations that included both the basic subject matter and their state of the art research.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Özge Andıç Çakır presented the problem of cracks in concrete buildings, and self-healing systems for restoring these cracks using biological interventions inspired from the vascular system of living organisms and encapsulation of biological healing agents, i.e. bacteria. The main challenge in this method is to find the most appropriate bacteria with CaCO$_3$ precipitating characteristics, which is resistant to extremely high pH of cement hydration products. Mechanism of action is that the bacteria produce calcium carbonate due to its metabolic activity with urea, thus the selected bacteria should be able to perform long term viability inside the high pH concrete pore solution. Growing concrete (also called bioconcrete) was defined as a layer of calcite precipitating bacteria which allowed to grow by supplying more nutrient from the outside. The calcite precipitation was shown to continue and grow while forming different shapes depending on the outside effects; moisture, temperature, etc. Application of that technology was discussed to be applied to durable roads, bridges, buildings, and also hard-to-reach areas, such as powerplants. She also gave ideas of green roofing which is a layer of mosses allowed to grow due to the nutrient media provided by biological concrete.

Assist. Prof. Dr. Aylin Şendemir Ürkmez gave her speech on bioinspiration and biomimetics in biomedical applications. Bioinspired and biomimetic materials were identified. Examples to how nature achieves various microstructures through exceptional levels of complexity were presented with the ideas of how we can use these samples in our daily lives with brainstorming. Dictating cellular responses and cell-to-cell communication with engineered micro-environment were shown to have enormous implications for cell biology, regenerative medicine and tracking the fate of transplanted cells in cell therapy, as well as biosensor applications. A combination of hierarchical topographies could be used to differentially functionalize implants for distinct applications, or demarcate particular “zones” within a single device. Patterned differentiation to produce functional devices was highlighted as crucial.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Suphi Öncel made his presentation titled "From photobioreactors to green walls: Microalgaes as a green volunteer for energy efficient buildings and a design element in architecture". Microalgaes was identified and then production techniques of algae were discussed. Photobioreactors used for microalgae production were classified. Real life building applications of microalgae were given from different countries.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Didem Akyol-Altun presented her speech on responsive environments and living architecture. The term of biomimetic was discussed again with the idea of inspiration from natural shapes, processes and ecosystems, in order to innovate in a sustainable way. The early studies at the intersection of biology and architecture were defined and computer programming for parametric designs were presented. Some examples of biomimetic studies (such as Biostructure Game Park and Genetic Barcelona Project by Alberto Estevez, Digital Botanic Architecture by Dennis Dollens, Fab tree Hab by Mitchell Joachim) were also given. Nanotechnology and new biomaterials used in architecture were described. The responsive architecture was defined as a class of architecture or building that demonstrates an ability to alter its form, to continually reflect the environmental conditions by adapting their form, shape, color or character responsively. These example were discussed in possibility of a living architecture that could generate by itself in the future.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Gülden Köktürk's presentation was on protocells which can be described as small peptides that can be placed on RNA to vesicle membranes by electrostatic interaction. The generation of the protocell hypothesis was defined and several videos were shown to make the participants understand the subject. The development of the Amoeba shoe has been shown which is thought to be produced as a tangible protocell shoe for 2050. The effect for the athlete that use Amoeba shoe was shown to synchronize to the individual foot exploiting protocell responsive and reconfigurable properties, adapting in real time to the current activity of the runner by adding extra support in high impact areas. On the other side Venice Projects, developed by Rachel Armstrong and partners, were given as a promising sample for protocell applications of the living architecture in the future.

After the brainstorming on the first and second days of the workshop, more than 10 different ideas discussed and among them, 3 projects were found to be promising and applicable. These ideas were developed furthermore to be presented.

1.1. A Biopolymer Bench/Arbour Structure

The first idea was on using biopolymers as furniture, interior decoration or landscape architecture. A creative design can be used as a sitting bench or an arbour in a park (Figure 1). The scaffolding material of this creative structure can be build by PBS (Poly Butylene Succinate). PBS and its copolymers are a family of biodegradable polyesters synthesized from succinic acid. Succinic acid can be produced through fermentation by bacteria isolated from ruminant animals converting glucose to succinic acid. Biotechnologically produced PBS is replacing the chemically produced PBS. PBS can be substituted by many plastic products such as PET (Polyethylene terephthalate), PP (Polypropylene), PS (Polystyrene) etc.
1.2. Illuminating Izmir Railway Map/Illuminating the Urban Areas with Slime Mold/Illuminated and Living Facade with Slime Mold

Slime mold is an informal name given to several kinds of unrelated eukaryotic organisms that can live freely as single cells, but aggregate together to form multicellular reproductive structures. Although not related to one another, they are still sometimes grouped for convenience within the paraphyletic group referred to as kingdom Protista.

More than 900 species of slime mold occur all over the world. Their common name refers to part of some of these organisms' life cycles where they can appear as gelatinous "slime". This is mostly seen with the myxogastria, which are the only macroscopic slime molds. Most slime molds are smaller than a few centimeters, but some species may reach sizes of up to several square meters and masses of up to 30 grams.

*Physarum polycephalum*, literally the "many-headed slime", is a slime mold that inhabits shady, cool, moist areas, such as decaying leaves and logs. Like other types of slime molds, it is sensitive to light; in particular, light can repel the slime mold and be a factor in triggeringspore growth.

The third group of ideas is based on using this strain for illuminating Izmir Railway (Figure 2) and the urban areas such as cycle path, pedestrian path and roads.
An illuminating gene from lightening bug can be isolated and transfected to *Physarum polycephalum*. The feeding medium for this strain will be distributed through stations of Izmir metro and the pathway will be illuminated by the growth of this recombinant strain. Or the same idea will be used for illuminating the urban area in dark times of the day (Figure 3).

**Figure 2.** Illuminating Izmir Railway Map

**Figure 3.** Illuminating the urban area with slime mold
The last feasible idea was based on using slime molds on buildings to create living façades and decorations (Figure 4).

**AN ILLUMINATED AND LIVING FACADE WITH SLIME MOLD**

*PHYSARUM POLYCEPHALUM*

![Illuminated and living facade with slime mold](image)

**Figure 4.** Illuminated and living facade with slime mold

The three days provided an interactive platform for bioengineers and architects for brainstorming and bridging the gap between the two disciplines in pursuit of creating innovative, biotechnology based solutions for architectural challenges. In conclusion, 3 main projects were created and 3 prototypes were presented in this workshop: a playground area for children, a biopolymer bench and illuminated creative designs with slime mold. The works from the workshop was presented during the closing session of the BEC2015. These projects were found to be applicable and industrializable to be commercialized. Thus, the members of this group are eager to gather and discuss more about the applicability and product development necessary for commercialization of these promising projects.

**Note:**

*This multidisciplinary creative platform will be preserved and flourished for future collaborations and contemplated fruitful endeavors. Moreover, the preparations for the “2nd Workshop on Biodesign at the Intersection of Creativity and Bioengineering” has started. You can contact us at iremdenz@gmail.com and keskin.tugba@gmail.com*
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